The April/May issue of TJL was plagued with a number of errors, and, to our delight, even stirred up a little controversy. This special edition will try to clear things up. The page numbers listed refer to the actual articles in the Apr/May issue. And, please, always keep in mind that the opinions expressed in TJL are not necessarily the opinions of anyone at all, living, dead, or otherwise.

**Use of Duct Tape (pg 14)**

The picture of President Bush wearing duct tape has been a popular topic of discussion. Some readers felt that it was inappropriate to malign our president during this critical time. Others felt that TJL is not the proper place to air controversial political views since it is a publication that reflects on the entire campus community. Still others think the picture is hilarious.

TJL agrees that regardless of the merits of the picture itself, displaying it in the pages of a newsletter whose stated mission is to bring to light accomplishments of the JC community may not be appropriate. And everyone knows that TJL’s greatest desire is always to be “appropriate.” Thus, TJL has taken steps to ensure that this doesn’t happen in the future (see picture).

*Special note: the duct tape in the picture was removed from the front of TJL’s computer, placed there by someone who surely wasn’t trying to express their “political views.”*

**Facilities Services and the Escape Map (pg 10)**

Ok so TJL didn’t check the facts which, as many know, is nothing new. As it turns out, it wasn’t Facilities Services that placed the emergency evacuation sign in the closet in Humanities. In fact, the folks at Facilities had nothing to do with it. It was the work of a firm contracted through the Security Office. TJL stands corrected—again. You know what they say, when you point your finger at someone, three fingers are pointing back at you.

**Founders Day Tea—Date Correction (pg 9)**

Founders Day for JC has NOT changed, regardless of what was reported in TJL. It remains April 17, which, not coincidentally, is the date of the Founders Day Tea.

**More Errors**

The name of our contributor is Kirsten, not Kristen, Reppert. So sorry, Kirsten. We knew that, we just can’t spell. (pg 1)

The name of the commencement speaker is Dr. Stanley Ikenberry, not Eikenberry. By the way, he is not only president emeritus of the University of Illinois, but also past president of the American Council on Education. (pg 9)

As for the rest of you who have something to say about this issue, the line continues to form on Mifflin Street in front of Pennington House.